


Warehouse management, or inventory management, can 

seem like a complicated and overwhelming world if the 

right tools aren’t being utilized. Like trying to calculate 

sums on an abacus, many often-used solutions will get 

the job done, but are far less effective than other, more 

modern options. The amount of time, effort and re-

sources wasted while using cheaper or outdated man-

agement systems can sometimes overtake the cost of a 

system overhaul. 

You’re striving to hire the best employees for your 

company, but if you equip them with subpar tools, they 

won’t be able to perform up to their potential. You don’t 

want to set your teams up for failure with outdated or 

broken warehouse and inventory management systems, 

but perhaps you don’t think a system upgrade is the right 

move for you. Unfortunately, that choice means resign-

ing your business to lost profits, decreased margins, and 

potentially unhappy or frustrated workers. It’s important 
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Inventory and warehouse 

management is increasing 

in value and relevance. The 

number of warehouses in the 

U.S. has risen 6.8% over the 

last five years.

to consider why adopting a management system or up-

grading your current system can be the most responsible 

choice you’ve made for your business. 

It’s important to keep a few things in mind when you’re 

evaluating whether you need a new inventory or ware-

house management system, and what type of system to 

purchase. What does your system lack?

Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics   https://data.bls.gov/timeseries/ENUUS000205493?data_tool=XGtable
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What does your system lack?
If you are already using a WMS, thoroughly outline what the system does 

right, and where it falls short. Make sure you can create a list of must-have 

requirements that can solve whatever the challenges are with the current 

software. If the warehouse is currently running on paper-based processes, 

document your baseline performance using quantifiable metrics (error rates, 

return costs, pick/pack accuracy, throughput, etc.) so that you can set im-

provement goals for the new solution.

In either case, use this information to clearly identify the pain points the new 

WMS will need to solve. If you are failing to meet customer expectations for 

service, identify those requirements, compare those to your current perfor-

mance, and quantify the cost of failing to meet those requirements (i.e., lost 

business, chargebacks, return costs).
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What do you want from your 
system?
Create a list of required features/functions in priority or-

der so that you can more quickly eliminate solutions that 

don’t meet those needs. The requirements document 

will be a key part of any request for proposal (RFP) that 

you may send out. Whether you conduct a formal RFP 

process or not, you should have a clear, thorough pro-

posal prepared that will help you evaluate the vendors 

you contact. Identify the project objectives (with defined 

goals), and fully map out the material and information 

flows, along with potential integration points.
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1.  Data Analytics

Previously, the need for an inventory management 

system used to just be about keeping an eye on stock-

ing levels, processing orders, and shipping availability. 

However, there have been recent advances in analytic 

capabilities within inventory management systems that 

provide users with a much more holistic data set that can 

be utilized to improve your business. 

Predictive analytics, for example, provide key informa-

tion to managers, allowing them to operate on optimum 

stock levels. As the omni-channel evolves and expands, 

the need for deeper analytics that can track across multi-

ple locations and SKUs is crucial. Because of this, many 

new systems have evolved to provide embedded dash-

boards for managers, to be accessed both on-site and 

remotely, that provide key performance indicators (KPIs) 

and real-time access to information. This can provide 

live inventory updates to your management staff from 

anywhere, optimizing your decision making process on 

restocking and shipments. 

Taking advantage of the wide variety of analytic reports 

and insight into demand forecasting that are available 

through new inventory management systems will help 

your business avoid losses and wastes, saving you reve-

nue and overhead in the long haul. 

Consider the available features  

you can gain with an inventory  

management system, or  

warehouse management system, 

and determine which of these  

features are must-haves for  

enhancing your business’ efficiency:
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2.  Task Management Systems

Task management systems combine analytics and 

in-house insights to perfect the process of task man-

agement within your teams. When evaluating inventory 

management software, don’t forget to factor in efficient 

task management programs which can provide support 

in the following areas:
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Purchase order receiving

Sales order fulfillment

Cycle counts

Bin moves

Site transfers

Finished good creation from a bill of materials

Reporting with full traceability

This information can be funneled to mobile operators 

on the warehouse floor, so they can focus on efficient 

completion of tasks. This will free your management 

up to focus on the prioritization of these tasks. Letting 

the technology do some of the work for you will make 

your teams run more smoothly, communicate more 

effectively, and eliminate human error. 

A shocking amount of capital is 

tied up in inventory. Inventory 

along with accounts receivable 

and accounts payable has tied up 

$1.1 trillion in cash – equivalent to 

7% of the U.S. GDP.
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3.  Cloud Services, IoT, and Machine-to-Machine Technology

The future is here, and there are some new forms of technology you can’t 

afford to ignore any longer. The cloud, the internet of things (IoT), and ma-

chine-to-machine (M2M) technologies can all be integrated into a complete 

inventory or warehouse management system to increase efficiencies and cut 

down on wasted time or money. 

The cloud is the ultimate tool for professionals today, whether it’s used for 

sales agents in the field, or a manager’s ability to check one facility’s produc-

tion numbers during a walking tour of another building. But it doesn’t stop 

there. Customers want their products faster than ever before, and wait times 

or lengthy shipping times can mean sales lost. In order to execute this well, 

you have to be aware of what you have in stock, and understand at all times 

how your supply chains and supply chain management procedures work. 

Inventory management programs can sync with and utilize the internet of 

things to speak to other devices or software programs within your business, 

crafting a carefully integrated network that can enhance many different 

aspects of your business. You can also utilize these services to deliver crucial, 

real-time data to investors, shareholders, suppliers, and other employees 

around the world. The cost-efficiency and operational speed that cloud-

based systems provide can supply your business with a robust bottom line, 

but choosing to ignore these new solutions can mean you’re leaving unreal-

ized productivity and profit on the table. 
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4.  Real-Time Inventory Data

Everywhere you turn, real-time data is helping manage 

businesses to run cleaner, leaner, and more efficient 

operations. Always visible and completely transparent 

inventory management is the key to enhancing your 

business operations. This efficiency drives your inventory 

carrying cost to its optimal levels. 

But it doesn’t just stop at knowing how much inventory 

you have available. You can recall items or lot combina-

tions in a matter of minutes, cutting down on delays that 

could damage your corporate reputation and lose you 

customers. The entre supply chain can be informed on 

what the next player is doing, and the process becomes 

streamlined to enable you to ship only when you need 

to ship, instead of sending multiple shipments to accom-

modate for short stock. 

Most inventory management systems also provide in-

ventory tracking features, which helps you keep an eye 

on your product wherever it is within your business. This 

can also provide extra features for your customers, such 

as delivery tracking, or updates on shipment availability, 

clearing lines of communication and helping your cus-

tomers feel at ease about working with you. 

The value of inventory 

tracking isn’t just in dollars 

and cents. Using barcodes 

on medication reduced 

errors in administration by 

41.4% at an academic  

medical center.
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What’s Next? 
Once you know what you’re looking for, all that’s left is 

for you to find a solution that solves all your problems. 

Finding a warehouse and inventory management system 

that’s perfect for your business is crucial, but it doesn’t 

have to be an uphill battle. 

An easy-to-deploy solution like WithoutWire can shorten 

your transition and on-boarding time, ease your busi-

ness’ training needs, and provide fully functioning soft-

ware capabilities almost instantly. Through WithoutWire’s 

app, available in the App Store, and the software’s multi-

tenant architecture, you can be installed and running the 

same day you purchase the solution. 

In addition to supplying all the services of a normal ware-

house and inventory management system, WithoutWire 

provides unique services, like access to Microsoft Azure 

Cloud hosting, and an easy-to-use application designed 

for usability on Android and iOS. Intuitive software design 

will also help you further trace your inventory, down to 

the lot, serial number, and expiration date of the product. 

Recalls can be performed digitally in less than five min-

utes, to keep your business compliant and protected. 

Once you’ve determined the unique needs your business 

will demand of a warehouse and inventory management 

solution, be sure you’ve researched and chosen the best 

solution available to you. 
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Benefits Include:

WMS Cloud barcoded mobility

Rapid Receiving

Optimized Picking

WithoutWire and Honeywell combined solution provides users 

with efficient inventory and process optimization for distri-

bution and manufacturing organizations looking for a more 

ruggedized package Track all inventory movements using 

WithoutWire’s Warehouse Management System (WMS) and 

Honeywell’s stylish new upgraded Android device, the CK75.

Appware Solutions is a free service that connects busi-

nesses with technology solutions. We know that tech-

nology can make a business better. We also understand 

that finding the right technology solution for your unique 

business can be a daunting challenge. Save time, save 

money, and reduce stress with our free solutions directo-

ry and educational resources.

How we help:

We simplify the research and selection process with our 

free, comprehensive directory of hardware, software, 

and bundled solutions for popular applications like point 

of sale, digital signage, asset tracking, inventory control, 

mobility, and payment processing.

 

WMS and Inventory Management 
Solutions by WithoutWire

LEARN MORE

We provide free resources including articles, eBooks, 

and guides that are designed to help educate and 

inform technology buyers.

We do the product research to identify proven 

solutions that have been tested, certified, and can 

be bundled to provide best of breed solutions that 

integrate seamlessly.

We make it easy to find industry-specific solutions 

that can be customized to meet the unique needs  

of your business through our “In a Box” series of vet-

ted solutions.

We help find technology providers that offer local 

sales, service, and support through our nationwide 

network of certified partners.

About Appware Solutions
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Ideal For: 

Food and Beverage Lot tracking

Bio-Medical Pharmaceutical Expiration tracking

Field Service Inventory Management

http://www.appwaresolutions.com/us/visitor-management-made-secure-by-jolly-technologies.html
http://www.appwaresolutions.com/us/visitor-management-made-secure-by-jolly-technologies.html

